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Thanks so much for supporting my work!
Over the past few years, I’ve made it my
mission to partner with rescue organizations
and promote pet adoption. By choosing my
art, you’re enabling me to donate time and resources to this important cause. If you would
like to continue supporting this work you
can do so by making a purchase in my shop,
recomending my work to a friend, or simply
sharing my profile on social media.

In addition to your template, you will need:
• paint brushes, and paint (in colors shown here)
• cup of water, and a paper towel for clean up
• plate or surface for color mixing (optional)
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How to use this template:
Print your template using a laser/toner printer.
Using the tones on the template as a guide, choose
your color based on the image provided here. Then
simply paint right over the corresponding area on
your canvas.
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Step 1: You have 6 colors in your template. They are
arranged in the order shown here. Test them out in
the circles below to see how they correspond to the
colors on the template image.
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Step 2: Paint the first coat of each color over the corresponding areas on the canvas, working from the
lightest colors to the darkest. Note that the first coat
may not cover up the template image underneath,
but that’s OK.
Step 3: Work your way back, painting a second coat,
from darkest to lightest colors. This is the time to
clean up any overpainted edges.
Step 4: Add any final touches such as highlight
accents around focal points. Consider adding a thin
area of transition colors where two areas of lightest
and darkest values meet. For a modern painterly
touch, add some random splatters or stray brush
strokes. Have fun!
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